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Questions

1. Why entrepreneurs can’t realise crisis growing up in their company?
2. How many bankruptcy procedures are filed in your country every year? How 

many creditor composition plans (or similar)? How many restructuring 
agreements (or similar)?

3. Are there dedicated legal solutions available in your country to support the „early 
stage” approach? How do they work? Are they successful? What should change 
to make them more efficient?

4. How is general attitude and sensitivity for the so called „fresh start”?
5. Is the situation different between large and medium / small companies?
6. Should banks and financial institutions develop a peculiar approach?

Early stage approach – is it so difficult?



Italy – where we are

European Commission
definition
1. micro enterprises

1. Less than 10
employees,

2. Less than €/mln
2.0 sales or assets

2. Small enterprises:
1. Less than 50

employees,
2. Less than €/mln

10.0 sales or
assets

3. Medium enterprises
1. Less than 250

employees,
2. Less than €/mln

50 sales or €/mln
43 assets

Cerved 2014 SME’s Report

Top five countries in terms of micro enterprises out of total 
micro enterprises and SMEs in the 28-member state EU



Italy – where we are

5.3 millions active enterprises

a. 3.3 millions proprietorships

b. 0.9 millions partnerschips

c. 1.1 millions with asset
autonomy (limited liability)

Cerved 2014 SME’s Report

1.1 millions with asset autonomy (limited
liability)

1. 143.500  (140.362 in 2017)
small and medium, with

i. 3,9 mln employees (61%)

ii. €/billions 871 sales (36%)

iii. €/billions 204 Value Added
(40%, and 12% of GDP) 



Italy – what we went trough

Worst Italian
crisis in the last 
60 years

Italy suffered
the toughest
consequences in 
Europe in terms
of GDP



Italian SME’s bas loans rates trend



Italian SME’s bad loans rates trend – Size and sectors



• Globally 12,000 bankruptcies registered in 2017, -11,3% on 2016 (13,530)
• SME: 2,058 SMEs went bankrupt in 2016, 19.5% fewer than in 2015, when there had

already been a 21.5% year-on-year decrease. This good trend continued in 2017 at a
rate of 29.3%, which could bring bankruptcy numbers closer and closer to levels not
seen since ten years ago (1,156 in 2007).

Bankruptcies trend up to 2017



The statistics show 589 non-
bankruptcy insolvency 
proceedings in 2017,  
• 29% fewer than in 2016,
• 74% fewer than in 2013 

(2.278 filed),
• back to 2006 level,

Decrease affects all sectors

Voluntary agreements and creditors composition plans: 
less than 5% of total proceeding, approx 22% of SME’s

Non - bankruptcies insolvency proceedings up to 2017



Unfortunately, just little and poor business continuity

What happens to those who file a voluntary arrangement

42,7% on business 
after three years
arrangement has been
finally registered

10% of alive
companies get back to 
prior volumes



Insolvency procedures in 2017 2.642
Voluntary agreements / CCP filed 22% 589
Voluntary agreements / CCP approved and registered 40% 236
Still in business after three years, 43% 101

of which:
- with revenues <-75% 86% 87

- with revenues <-50% and > -75% 4% 4
- with revenues <-0% and > -75% 5% 5

- with revenues <75% 5% 5

Only 10 (0,3%) SMEs really sort it out

An early stage approach woud help, why is it so difficult?

What we have in numbers



Entrepreneurs 
- don’t usually look at their financial problems, just think the future itself will sort them out 

automatically, 
- relationship between entrepreneurs and their small and family based companies goes 

above and beyond business and profit, involving human feelings and enlarging family to 
employees, staff and stakeholders, so that to detect the end of the game seems like 
accepting a family member death,

- on top of that, personal pride and the need to defend social status can make things 
tougher, and rational decisions hard to be taken, given that restructuring procedures are 
public, and not confidential, risky and with possibly severe consequences

Advisors 
- focus normally on the legal structure of the plan, and forget to look at the real engine, 

which is the business and how to fix it,
- forget to listen to the enterpreneur, so that advisor’s plan more than enterpreneur’s one

will take place,
- usually terminates their job when creditors arrangement is signed or registered, but

tougher times are yet to come ….

Italy , why ealy stage approach fails



A deep bankruptcy code reform is planned in Italy, and alert procedure will
come into force, and it seems a tailored framework for Italian SMEs):
1. provides a confidential approach,
2. can be activated, by the company itself, by auditors or by qualified and

almost public creditors,
3. selected advisors provided by local Chamber of Commerce, will help

preparing a realiable restart plan
4. the company will benefit of

i. a protected six months period,
ii. unpaid taxes and social contributions fines reduction, to help

restart

Should company and advisors succeed, and the plan be accepted by creditors ….

Here comes the point: it is a great opportunity for Italian advisors to develop a
new approach, including financial, legal, but most of all strategic and counselling
capabilities, and a deep team-thinking approach

Italy , what will come into force


